
Term 1 2021 NTOOSHC Child Interest Survey Responses 
 

MORNING SURVEY  
13 responses collected 

 

 

 
 

 

Suggestions of Active 
Activities AM

•Soccer

•Stuck in the mud 

•Snatch

•Piggy in the middle

•Dancing competition 

•Play equipment 

•Survivor 

•Play Shark

•Floor is lava

•Musical Statues

•Handball

Suggestions of Hands-on 
Activities AM

•Clay

•Making pancakes

•Slime

•Hand print painting 

•Dolls house

•Hama beads

•Lego building competition 

•Finger painting

Suggestions of Creative 
Activities AM

•Kites

•Glow in the dark shoes

•Potato painting

•Origami

•Butterfly panting 

•Make a cardboard house 

•Drawing/painting 

•Chatterboxes

•Paper planes

•Making slime

Suggestions of 
Quiet/Rlaxing activities AM

•Sleeping 

•Origami 

•Drawing 

•Paper fans 

•Cubby houses

•Colouring in

•Heads down thumbs up 

•Reading 

•Sleeping lions

Topics Children 
Would Like To 
Explore in the 

Mornings

Cooking

Drawing

Science 

Animals

Snakes

Space & 
planets

Counting

Tigers



AFTERNOON SURVEY 
33 responses collected 

 

 
 
 

Suggestions of Active Activities PM

•Dancing

•Bull rush

•Soccer

•Ultimate soccer

•Netball

•Run laps around oval 

•Hula hooping 

•Play equipment 

•Rob the nest

•Bull rush

•Pacman

•Tip

•Survivor 

•Running, skipping, walking

•Basketball

•Boxing

•Handball

•Cricket

•Climbing trees 

•Hide and seek

•Tennis 

•Rugby

Suggestions of Hand-on Activities 
PM

•Hand painting

•Baking

•Cooking

•Finger painting 

•Origami

•Planting

•Hama beads 

•Scooby strings

•Craft

•Play-dough

•Marble run

•Cubbies  

•Hand printing 

•Art 

•Slime 

•Chalk & blackboard

•Painting

•Lego

•Making tractors

•Playing cards

•Making daisy chains

Group game suggestions PM

•Forts and pillow fights

•Capture the flag

•Bullrush

•Tip

•Red rover cross over 

•UNO 

•Tug a war

•Piggy in the middle 

•Rob the nest

•Pac-Man

•Amongus

•Pacman

•Soccer

•Survivor 

•Snakes and ladders

•Duck, duck, goose 

•Guess my word

•Chinese whispers 

•Handball

•Hide & seek

•Hula hooping challenge 

•Bakugon 

•Among us 



 
 

 

 

Suggestions of Creative Activities PM

•Making sculptures

•Origami

•3D sketching/craft

•Scooby strings

•Salt painting 

•Paper snowflakes 

•Make your own board game 

•Colouring in

•Painting

•Drawing

•Rockets with toilet rolls

•Water experiment

•Survivor basketball

•Sewing

•Mine craft

•Charades

Suggestions of Quiet & Relaxing Activities PM

•Sleeping lions

•Cubby houses 

•Movie 

•Reading

•Mindfulness 

•Colouring in 

•Shredding

•Sleeping

•Chilling out on the couch 

•iPad 

•Meditation

•Origami

•Zen den

•Yoga

•Mindfulness

•Technology

Topics Children 
Would Like To 
Explore in the 

Afternoons

Wild 
animals Science

Sports 

The 
sea

Peppa 
pig

Geography & 
history of 
NTOOSHC 

Gardening

Technology Race 
cars 

Biggest 
bush fires 

Forests

Nature 

Sea 
creatures 

Bugs 

Dogs

PDHPE

Minecraft 


